MOVIE MAGIC

THE SPY WHO
LOVED ME

Shoot a henchman while
skiing backwards

THE MOMENT

Chased down an Austrian piste, Bond
spins and skis backwards at speed to
shoot one of the dastardly henchmen
before doing a twisting backﬂip off a
snowy ledge, all while wearing
a 14kg backpack containing his union
jack parachute. Just another day at
the office for 007.

WHAT THE EXPERT SAYS

Dave Ryding is an alpine skier who
competed for Team GB at the 2010
and 2014 Winter Olympic Games
Bond is travelling at speed, in powder,
with old-style skis on, so going
backwards the skis would dig into the
snow. However, if you did manage it,
there’s no reason why you couldn’t
ﬁre a gun. The ﬂip off a high ledge, I’m
sure our freestyle team could do that.

Difficulty: 4/10

FORREST GUMP
Full field touchdown run

THE MOMENT

Forrest Gump loves running. So
much so that he runs across
America several times. But back in
his college days he was a sprinter and
got a scholarship with his American
football skills. Well, skills may be an
exaggeration but he could outrun
everyone else. Which meant that you
could give him the ball and watch him
run from one end zone to the other.

WHAT THE EXPERT SAYS

KILL BILL

Three-inch punch

THE MOMENT

Being buried alive in a coffin isn’t fun,
but Beatrix Kiddo (Uma Thurman)
has the martial arts skills to get
herself out. In training she learns
the three-inch punch, which allows
her to generate great force from very
little distance and strike objects or
people hard.

WHAT THE EXPERT SAYS

Shifu Shi Yan Ming is a Shaolin
monk whose one-inch punch
carries more force than a collision
with a car travelling at 30mph

To be able to do the one-inch punch
you need to be physically and
mentally advanced in your training.
You have know how to use your chi
to generate power and have
lightning speed.

Difficulty: 6/10

D2: THE
MIGHTY DUCKS
The knucklepuck

THE MOMENT

There aren’t many ice hockey
matches in which you’d have time to
stop, balance the puck on its side and

shout “It’s knucklepuck time!”
without someone nicking said puck
and scampering off down the other
end. However, Russ Tyler (Kenan
Thompson) does exactly that and
unleashes an unstoppable shot into
the top corner.

Temi Oduyemi is the running
back for London Blitz American
football team
For a long touchdown run you need
speed, power, ﬁnesse, vision and
patience. There are decisions to
make – whether to let a block develop,
knowing where the opposition’s
weakness is – but if you get the
opportunity you need to be able to
outrun the pursuing defenders.

WHAT THE EXPERT SAYS

Difficulty: 5/10

Robert Dowd is a forward for the
Sheffield Steelers and Team GB’s
ice hockey team
I haven’t seen that shot done in real
life. You would never have the time
and it would be tricky to get the puck
onto its side while rushed. It’s not a
shot anyone would use intentionally
– if it’s not sitting ﬂat it is inaccurate
and takes speed off the puck.

Difficulty: 4/10

